Cloud Email Encryption & DLP
Ensure email privacy and prevent data leakage
If the company’s email is not
protected then the
information is not safe

email encryption without disrupting the dayto-day workflow of their employees.
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Write and reply messages ensuring end-toend confidential and safe communications.
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Supports standard encryption
Supports encryption with PGP and S/MIME
regardless of the emitting device.
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Cloud Email Encryption & DLP
Key Features
New! Email reading notification through pickup portal
Automatic encryption for the email carrying sensitive information
Encrypted emails can be read from both desktops and mobile devices
Writing and replying to messages ensuring end-to-end protected communications
Automatic key management
Rule templates and predefined dictionaries options
Empower you IT department by enabling the detection of security breaches according to your
policies. Prevent data leakage (DLP) and ensure emails are confidentially exchanged.

Supports standard encryption (PGP and S / MIME) regardless of the device used for sending
the encrypted email.
Fully detailed statistic dashboard
Integration with Outlook via plugin that enables direct sending of encrypted emails without
creating specific policies
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Communications. Managing and mitigating
cyber-crime related risk is critical. Widely
known electronic communications means
such as email, as well as the increasingly
used instant messaging, are channels where
the

corporate

jeopardized.
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proprietary technology protects corporate
networks from advanced and zero-day
threats. Spamina provides with a safe
communication

environment

where

business continuity, service scalability and
cost-effectiveness are ensured. Our cloud
services range from enterprise secure email
platform, enterprise mobile management,
email & IM gateway protection to archiving
and encryption & DLP solutions for legal
compliance.
A cloud environment involves storage and
transfer of digital information. Spamina is
subject

to
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demanding

EU

regulations in terms of data protection and is
committed to ensuring the highest security
standards for digital safeguard.
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